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Line Survey.

Austin 1892
Meas. of angles in transit line.

Austin 1892
Line survey.
Meas. of angles in trans. line.
Loc. point on base line at Mass. Ave.
Loc. of water line.
Loc. of embankment on creek.
Quincy to Lawrence Ave.
Location of buildings on.
Base lines from Seaver to Georgia St.
Line from Armory St. to Railroad.
B.S. 81 Marcella St.  P.80-83

Line from Washington to Ritchie St.
Hyde, Sherry's. Line of.
Loc. of meas. of buildings.
Loc. of prop. lines to Hyde Park Ave.
Loc. of meas. of buildings.
Location of old wall of Brown's estate near Magazine St.
Location of Hospital Buildings. M-99.
Location of point under Railroad.
From Beacon to Boylston Sts.

Meas. of lines.

Sellew 1893
From Beacon to Boylston Sts.
Meas. of lines.

Sellew
1893
Loc. of water line.
Meas. Base line.
Base line Ed. Ev. Sq. to Huntington.
Line from Langdon to Proctor St.
Garbett & Woods.
Location of point on base line, junction of Swett St. M-98.
Between Col. Ave. and Tremont. Line and offset.
Loc. of meas. of buildings.
Cor. and Huntington. Line and offset.
Between Col. Ave. and Huntington Ave.